
            
Community and environmental services center

 

The culture and heritage unit considered as an effective unit in the center so some 
awareness lectures targeting the kids and students besides the local inhabitants of saint 
Katherine , where the unit managed a lot of meetings with the students of saint 
Katherine schools about the perfect utilization of water resources and another 
awareness lecture about food pollution and including the Egyptian university staff  in 
the awareness lectures in the center.

Subjects:
 The unit team work managed with both alsalam preparatory and secondary 

school to do the awareness lecture about water pollution.

 The center team work visited the schools on 16-4-2008 where, Dr. ahmed 
abdelazeem the project manger simply illustrated the water resources and how 
to utilize it perfectly.

  

 The center team work went to the youth center on 17-4-2008 to hold an 
awareness lecture about food pollution and its dangerous effects on human 
health and many people participated in the day.

.
 The Bedouin ladies was encouraged to visit the center and make a benefit 

from the clinical examination unit in the center.

 The students and professors of Alexandria university visited the center and 
the project manager gave them a brief description about the center and its 
units .

 The students and professors of mansoura university visited the center and the 
project manager gave them a brief description about the center and its units .

 Mrs: Eman bebers visited the center this month and expressed her respect to 
the project as it is an important project to the Bedouins in saint Katherine.

 The center  offered some medicinal plants and  Bedouins hand crafts in the 
American university in Cairo. 
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